Pressing instead of soldering
with Viega press systems:
Safe, clean and fast.

Reliable technology:
Viega press connectors
with SC-Contur.

The perfect alternative to soldering:
Viega press technology
With good cause, more and more specialist fitters are turning to innovative
Viega press technology. As well as a
maximum level of safety, it also saves
a great deal of time.

Above: sealed by pressing.
Below: visibly unpressed.
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We guarantee: Unpressed connectors are visibly permeable
All Viega press connectors offer a unique
safety factor: the Viega SC-Contur. It
works with both compressed air and
water. If the connection has a leak,
the “dry” leakage test will show a visible
pressure decrease over the entire pressure range from 22.0 mbar to 3.0 bar.
If the leakage test is carried out with
water, this visibly escapes from the
unpressed connectors in the pressure
range of 1.0 bar to 6.5 bar.
Another advantage of the Viega press
connection is the cylindrical pipe insertion. This prevents damage to the O-ring
during the assembly process.

The cylindrical pipe
insertion: an important
safety feature of
the Viega connector.

Damage to the
sealing element is
prevented.

The double-pressed
Viega connector
guarantees long-lasting security.

Finished quickly:
Shorten, assemble,
press, finished!
For 30–50 % time saving:
assembly in three steps
With Viega press technology, work can
be completed considerably more quickly
than with the conventional soldering procedure. Ultimately, only three steps are
needed: after cutting the pipe to length,
the press connector is assembled and
the insertion depth is checked – then the
press tool is used. Apply, press, finished.
Double pressing for
long-lasting stability
In order to guarantee long-lasting stability, the special Viega press tools carry
out two pressing procedures in one
work step – one before the seam and
one after. Work can be carried out in
the blink of an eye and without any risk
of fire. Time-consuming fire prevention
precautions are a thing of the past with
this cold pressing procedure.

Technology, tried and test
a million times
Guaranteed to leak in an
unpressed state due to the
Viega SC-Contur
Cold connection technology,
no risk of fire
Long-term reliable press
connection
Assembly in 3 steps: no drying
times, etc.
Very fast pressing, 30–50 % time
saving compared to soldering
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Light weight:
The Viega press system
in a case.

Just one tool for all applications: Viega Pressgun
No oxygen or gas cylinder, no burner, no soldering accessories
– instead, just one of the three comfortable Viega Pressguns.
Viega press technology works with a unique press tool.
State-of-the-art technology, which reduces time
and costs
Viega press tools make both the cumbersome transportation
and the ongoing costs, caused by gas cylinders and soldering
accessories, unnecessary. The versatile Viega Pressguns stand
for efficiency all along the line. They are light, quick, safe and
rarely have to be maintained.
In former times
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Today

Tidy work:
Problem-free work without
traces of fire and soldering.
Thanks to the articulated
press jaw: comfortable work even
in hard-to-reach installations
Viega offers press tools for a huge
range of requirements. For example,
the Pressgun Picco for dimensions up
to 28 mm. The compact construction
with a weight of just 2.5 kg makes the
Pressgun Picco particularly handy and
practical. As for all Pressguns, flexible
articulated press jaws are also available
for the Pressgun Picco, which make assembly work in hard-to-reach places
considerably easier.

Working without a trace: With the Viega press tools, you can work effortlessly in the most
hard-to-reach places without leaving a trace.

Laborious preliminary and finishing
work is no longer required
With Viega press technology, you can
work considerably quicker, safer and
more cost-effectively. Through the intelligent technology, many installations
can be completed with particularly economical “one man” assembly procedures. Even laborious preliminary and
finishing work, such as drying the pipes
and removing traces of fire and soldering, are no longer required.

Press technology: a press
tool for every application
No running costs for solder,
oxygen/gas bottles
Suitable for assembly in installations with hard-to-reach
jobs, e.g. renovations
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Universal:
A system for every material
and type of installation.
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1 For a reliable and clean gas installation that sets
standards: Viega Profipress G.
2 The economic solution for all heating installations:
Viega Prestabo made of galvanised steel.
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3 Technology that has been proven a million times:
perfect for drinking water and heating installation:
Viega Profipress.
4 High quality stainless steel ensures the highest
requirements in drinking water installations are
fulfilled: Viega Sanpress Inox.
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Viega integrated system
The versatile requirements of practical life demand complex
solutions. As a leading manufacturer in building services engineering, Viega considers this in the system and makes it possible to combine a huge range of materials with one another.
Quality made in Germany
Irrespective of whether it is copper, stainless steel, gunmetal
or plastic – Viega press technology connects a huge range of
materials safely with one another, meaning it always contributes to an economical overall solution. Planned to precision,
perfectly thought-out and completely from a single source.
Installation technology that connects everything
With Viega, all opportunities are available to the specialist
fitters. All components from the domestic installation can
be connected to one another without any problems. For example, metallic pipework in the cellar or rising mains can be
directly connected to the plastic pipework systems on the
house level. The advantages of clean, stable metallic installation can then be connected perfectly with the flexibility and
ease-of-installation of plastic installations.
Press connectors for all jobs
The core of the system is the world-recognised Viega press
technology with SC-Contur. It guarantees security and flexibility. This is because the Viega press connector range includes
versatile installation and connection designs, even in large
dimensions. It offers an extraordinary scope of practical solutions with a huge versatility of different press connectors:
bends, angles, crossover bends, T-pieces, threaded adaptors, sleeves, screws and fittings with press connections are
available.
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5 The reliable all-rounder for use in house technology
and industry: Viega Sanpress.
6 A very good choice, when flexibility is important
in heating or sanitary installation: Viega Pexfit Pro.

The press tools from Viega: Pressgun 4B, 4E and Picco
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